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Enabling Registration, Identification, Integration, and 
Replication on OSF



MagLab Issues Faced

● Data management planning 

● Org wide policy adherence and adoption

● Disparate levels of awareness

● Lack of transparency once data leaves the facility



Mission: 
To increase the 
openness, integrity 
and reproducibility 
of research.

Non-profit, Open-source, Free for researchers



How do we accomplish the mission?

COS Product Vision: To empower communities, 
institutions, and funders to advance rigor and 

transparency of research.

COS Mission: to increase openness, integrity, and 

reproducibility of research

Make it normative

Make it easy

Make it rewarding

Make it possible

Make it requiredPolicy

Incentives

Communities

User experience

Infrastructure



Transparency and Openness Promotion (TOP)
Guidelines, 8 Standards

● Data citation

● Data, Materials, and Code Transparency

● Design and Analysis Transparency (RGs)

● Preregistration (with analysis plans)

● Replication (with Registered Reports)



TOP Guidelines, 3 Levels

● Not compliant

● Disclose

● Require

● Verify



Researchers are more likely to adopt reproducible practices 

when they are backed by community leadership and support. 

Learn about the groups, institutions, and funders partnering 

with COS to equip their researchers with open infrastructure, 

methods, and training.

Communities

Communities enabling open 
practices



Why Reproducibility?



Open Data

Metadata

Analysis Code

Raw Data

Pre-Analysis Plan

Hypothesis

Study Design

Preregistration

Data Management Plan

Data Dictionary

eLab Notebook

Previous Versions

Protocol

Anatomy of the Open Data Iceberg
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SOURCES OF ISSUES IN 
REPRODUCIBILITY

• Methodological, statistical, and reporting practices

• Structural and organizational practices

• Rarely, intentional scientific misconduct



WHAT IS REPRODUCIBILITY?

Computational Reproducibility:
If we took your data and code/analysis scripts and reran it, we can 
reproduce the numbers/graphs in your paper

Methods Reproducibility:
We have enough information to rerun the experiment or survey the way 
it was originally conducted

Results Reproducibility/Replicability:
We use your exact methods and analyses, but collect new data, and we 
get the same statistical conclusion



WHY SHOULD YOU CARE?

• Increases efficiency of your own work

• Can reduce false leads

• Data sharing citation advantage



It takes some effort to organize your research to 

be reproducible…the principal beneficiary is 

generally the author herself. 

– Jon 

Claerbout

Making Scientific Contributions 

Reproducible

sepwww.stanford.edu/oldsep/matt/join/redoc/web/iris.html

“

”

http://sepwww.stanford.edu/oldsep/matt/join/redoc/web/iris.html


RESEARCH / DATA
MANAGEMENT PLANNING 

1. What are you going to store?

2. Where and how are you going to store it?

3. Who will have access to it?

4. When will they have access to it?



RESEARCH / DATA
MANAGEMENT PLANNING 

1. What are you going to store?

2. Where and how are you going to store it?

3. Who will have access to it?

4. When will they have access to it?

PLAN AHEAD

Checklists and common structures are your best friend!



RESEARCH / DATA
MANAGEMENT PLANNING 

Could do this internally on a lab server, personal 
computer or website, but:

• Makes eventual sharing more work

• Unclear how stable/accessible that will be in the long run

• Cross lab/institution collaborations harder



PREREGISTRATION

Documenting your research plan in a read-only public 
repository before you conduct the study.

Practice originated in clinical research
and is now expanding more broadly.



PREREGISTRATION

Benefits of preregistering your study depend on how much 
information you include. At a minimum a preregistration should 
include the “what” of a study:

• Research question

• Population and sample size

• General design

• Variables to be collected, or dataset you’ll be using

●Here is a great example of a registered report: https://osf.io/2ds52

https://osf.io/2ds52


WHY PREREGISTER?

• Preregistration helps reduce the “file drawer effect” by increasing 
discoverability of unpublished studies.

• Preregistered analysis plans help improve study accuracy and 
replicability by guarding against unintended false positive inflation.



STEPS
1. Create a structured workspace

2. Preregister study
● Document research plan

● Make public snapshot

3. Add materials from study

4. Add and document analyses

5. Share study data, code, and materials



“Ok, that seems like a good idea, but 

how do I do all of that stuff you just 

said?”
-Anyone who hears this talk



How do we accomplish the mission?

COS Product Vision: To empower communities, 
institutions, and funders to advance rigor and 

transparency of research.

COS Mission: to increase openness, integrity, and 

reproducibility of research

Make it normative

Make it easy

Make it rewarding

Make it possible

Make it requiredPolicy

Incentives

Communities

User experience

Infrastructure





Source: https://innoscholcomm.silk.co/



Source: Kramer B, Bosman J. Innovations in scholarly communication - global survey on research 

tool usage. F1000Res. 2016 Apr 18;5:692. doi: 10.12688/f1000research.8414.1.



Open Science Framework (OSF)

● A cloud-based, open source collaborative management 
service that ensures researchers will never lose their own 
work.

● Researchers deposit research data, materials, and docs into 
flexible project spaces for their teams. 

● They control who has access to what and when, and can 
decide whether to make some or all of the content public.

● Interoperability with additional research tools and 
multiple interfaces can accommodate dynamic research 
workflows across all research disciplines and throughout the 
lifecycle.



PLANNING
Explore existing research.
Preregister analysis plan.

Create time-stamped registration.

CONDUCTING
Open data 

management,
collaboration,

storage integration

REPORTING
Open data, materials, code.

Open access publishing.

DISCOVERY
Share work.

Improve discovery.
Aggregate findings.



Landscape alignment

Research Lifecycle

NASEM’s vision for repositories

Open Science By Design

NIH Generalist Repository



Partners in Open Science Infrastructure

Members and 

Supporters
Integrators and 

Interoperability

Research/Data 

Contributors 

and 

Consumers

How do we develop and maintain an 
ecosystem that can respond to 
many research community needs?  
Not alone!

We are constantly listening to and 
adapting for our 350,000 users and 
dozens of institutional partners.  
They in turn contributed 18 
thousand  preprints and 1 million 
projects that were downloaded over 
23 million times in 2020 alone.

But key to the vision of OSF is to not 
create features that other services 
are already providing for 
researchers, so we seek integration 
at every opportunity!



Integrators and Interoperability
OSF maintains a free and open API, an Application Programming Interface, that can be 
used to extend OSF capabilities into other custom software development projects.

https://www.cos.io/communities/software-developers

APIs enable different systems to “talk” to one another, exchanging information 
that would be otherwise inaccessible.

https://www.cos.io/communities/software-developers


Integrators and Interoperability

We want to enable any tool to connect with OSF users and features.

For example…

• osfclient – Command-line client for uploading and downloading files to and from OSF

• osfr – R interface to the OSF

• PresQT – An open-source tool suite with RESTful services to improve preservation 

and re-use of research data and software

• (New!) protocols.io – Move protocols and documents to and from OSF

• And more!  

https://www.cos.io/communities/software-developers

https://github.com/osfclient/osfclient
https://github.com/CenterForOpenScience/osfr
https://presqt.crc.nd.edu/
https://presqt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
https://protocols.io/
https://www.cos.io/communities/software-developers


Integrators and Interoperability

https://www.cos.io/products/osf

We also want to meet researchers where they are by enabling integrations with other tools and 
services that they utilize at each stage of the research lifecycle.  This allows a user can store their data 
or citations in the places that they already use and trust, but still connect them with their OSF projects 
and collaborators without any duplication of effort.



What now? Integration frenzy!
COS and the OSF partner with research communities in many ways, including the development 

of add-ons and other integrations. I want to chat with anyone who has an interest in integrating 

their tools, or have a potential integration with tools that their communities value and use!

Things that are coming soon:

● An OSF member organizations has supported the enhancement of 

OneDrive integration with write, copy, and move features, as well as 

connections to institutional OneDrive accounts.

● Local and even regional/consortial repository integrations

● Another OSF Institutions member developing and merging more 

storage and even computing resource add-ons

● And more partnerships to come!

https://www.cos.io/products/osf-institutions



View and enable open 

policy compliance
Track outputs and provide an 

interface where your 

researchers can quickly 

adopt the rigorous workflows 

required by your open 

policies.

Gather open 

research outputs
Provide a community 

repository for exploring 

open data, preregistrations, 

and other transparent 

materials in your field.

Demonstrate rigor 

and transparency
Cultivate new norms for 

open sharing and 

collaboration among your 

community.

OSF for Orgs

Community operated spaces are customized to meet the 
standards set by the stakeholders in your community. Reflect 

the high expectations of transparency and rigor of your 
research area. 



Open Data

Metadata

Analysis Code

Raw Data

Pre-Analysis Plan

Hypothesis

Study Design

Preregistration

Data Management Plan

Data Dictionary

eLab Notebook

Previous Versions

Protocol

Anatomy of the Open Data Iceberg



Now what?

Let’s look at an example: 

https://test.osf.io/registries/maglab/discover

https://test.osf.io/registries/maglab/discover


COS and the OSF partner with research communities in many ways, which is why we 

dedicate our resources to making tools and services that respond to your needs.  Let’s keep 

the conversation going!

● Integrate with OSF

o OSF API 

o OSF Institutions

● Attend Future Events

○ Watch for new events here

● Have something that we might be able to collaborate on?  Let’s talk!

○ eric@cos.io

HOW CAN WE STAY INVOLVED?

https://developer.osf.io/
https://www.cos.io/products/osf-institutions
https://cos.io/our-services/webinars/
mailto:eric@cos.io

